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The cosmetic hospital in Cethos had the world’s best technology to remove scars. Many
foreigners specially came to the hospital to remove their scars. Sarah herself had
undergone the procedure two days ago to remove the stretch marks on her belly after she
gave birth.

She had been merely walking her dog, but since Sophia was also returning to Villa No. 2,
both of them walked together. Then, she took out her phone and commented, “I didn’t bring
my business card out. Why don’t we exchange phone numbers? I will add you on
Messenger.”

Sophia scratched her head as she looked slightly embarrassed. “I-I don’t have a phone
number.”

After she had recovered, she had been living under Cooper’s watchful eye for the last six
months, so she did not have her own circle of friends yet. Hence, she did not need to
maintain a phone number.

Sarah also did not force Sophia. “I’m staying next door at Villa No. 4. Whenever you’re free,
you can come over with Linus.”

Sophia nodded and returned to Villa No. 2 while Sarah also went back to her place.

After Sarah married Harry, she had officially moved in.

After around three to four years, Harry’s looks did not change much, but he matured even
more after he became a father. Four years ago, when Taylor Murray ‘died’, Ethan Winston
retired from his acting career and now only focused on his family and his business in the
underworld.



When Sarah removed the leash from the dog, she started to share about her day. “I ran into
Linus’ relative earlier today. Her name is Lucile. Her face is scarred and she seems to be
having issues with her vocal card. I feel really sorry for her.”

Harry, who held his one-year-old son to make him burp, slightly frowned upon hearing it, but
let the matter slide after a while.

Based on how he reacted in the past, he would definitely have clearly asked about
everything after realizing that Linus had some relatives in his house. However, after Sophia’s
fake death, Michael stopped investigating the Michel Family, so it no longer mattered
whether Fass was Cooper.

After all, it made no sense to tell Cooper that he had a daughter and she died three years
ago.

In the blink of an eye, Cooper and the rest of the entourage had already been in Bayside City
for a few days. Sophia discovered that the residents of Villa No. 8 seemed to be on a
vacation for the new year since they had not returned. Meanwhile, Judge continued to visit
her on a daily basis for food. It was not the only canine visitor—it even brought a group of
friends along, resulting in Villa No. 2 being full of dogs and cats that came for food
everyday.

On New Year’s Eve, Sarah also came to visit when she walked her dog and was welcomed
inside by Sophia. It feels good to make friends.

Once Sarah entered inside, she saw all the dogs and cats which belonged to Villa No. 8
coming to Villa No. 2 for food.

Sophia explained, “The people from Villa No. 8 seems to have left for a while, so their pets
are all here to get some food from us.”

Sarah replied, “Yeah. The owner of Villa No. 8 brought his entire family for a vacation.”

In reality, they merely returned to the Fletcher Family to spend the new year.

Sophia took out a phone and said, “I bought a phone and got myself a phone number
yesterday. Uncle Linus also downloaded Messenger for me, so let’s be friends online.”



When both of them happily scanned each other’s QR code, Sophia realized that Sarah’s
profile picture was of a handsome man whom she had seen before—the male lead of the
movie ‘War Dragon’, Ethan Winston.

“Oh, you like Ethan too? I have watched his movie. He has great acting skills.”

Sarah replied proudly, “He is the father of my child. Whenever you’re free, you should come
over. I’ll ask him to sign something for you.”

Linus was also delighted to see Sarah. While Sophia busied herself by preparing dinner in
the kitchen, he chatted with Sarah in the living room.

They had not met each other for close to two years, so they made small talk and casually
chatted. While conversing with each other, they seemed to subconsciously avoid raising the
topic of a certain person—someone who would make all of them tear up in regrets.

Sarah left after spending a while there, which made Linus wistful and emotional when he
watched her leaving. I would never have thought that Sarah and Harry would be married.
Heck, they even have a child together. It seems like yesterday when we were all at Bayside
University, but now everything has changed in the blink of an eye. Stanley and Sean have since
stopped contacting me whereas Sarah still texts me on Messenger from time to time. As for
Sophia…

Linus glanced at Sophia, who was cooking in the kitchen, before he smiled bitterly.

It seemed to be her first time celebrating the new year, so she was over the moon and
busied herself by preparing the dishes for the reunion dinner throughout the entire day. Just
like that, the three of them spent their first year together in his villa.

Cooper was frustrated and disgusted with the sight of cats and dogs around the house, but
Sophia was elated and even introduced Cooper to all of them—one by one. “Dad, this is
Chrysanthemum, this is Simba and this is Garfield whereas this is Scorchy and this is
Snowball. Last but not least, this is—” she held up a huge teddy that looked strong.
“Bubbles!”

Isn’t this an actual gorilla lying on the ground? It looks like a big blob of sh*t to me.

Cooper’s face darkened.



He finally knew how Woody felt when he brought home a bunch of stray cats and dogs.

No wonder he forbade me to keep pets back then!

Sophia gently held the huge dog’s head before it obediently leaned on her shoulder. “Even
though it looks strong, it’s actually a cute girl!”

Cooper chuckled. “Haha, I have never seen such a bulky-looking girl.”

Sophia carried another orange cat and introduced, “Dad, this is Chrysanthemum. It’s a cool
garden cat with a huge lung capacity. It has a long ‘meow’!”

Cooper preferred cats and rubbed Chrysanthemum’s head while asking, “How is that so?”

Rubbing the cat’s head, Sophia ordered, “Chrysanthemum, give me a ‘meow’.”

Chrysanthemum deeply inhaled, as if to introduce more air into its lungs. Its fat body
trembled as it flexed its inherited skills—it was that ability that enabled her to gain Sophia’s
affection the most. “Meeeeeoooooooowwwwww—”

Upon hearing that, Cooper was indeed shocked. The cat really has a loud voice and a long
breath. Its meow can easily last anywhere from ten to twenty seconds. People who didn’t
know about this will definitely think that a siren had gone off. It’s a long ‘meow’ indeed.

Outside the door, a man with snowy white hair who returned home late seemed to have
heard the long ‘meow’ and stopped in front of Villa No. 2. Is Chrysanthemum performing its
legendary skills?

However, he merely paused for a few seconds before leaving.

In Villa No. 2, Cooper remembered that he used to have an orange cat two decades ago; it
was as strong as Chrysanthemum and had an iron lung as it could ‘meow’ for a long time
too.

However, the Fletchers had always taken care of that cat. I’m afraid it’s already dead from old
age by now. Before I left, I went over to have a round of chess with Old Master Fletcher and
even visited his cat.



Sophia brought the cat that she hugged closer toward her face and beamed from ear to ear.
The scar on her face even looked much better and softened.

Cooper looked at her face in a daze while she started to watch the New Year Dinner Gala
with the cat in her arms.

On that night, thousands of houses were brightly lit as many families in the entire nation
celebrated the new year together.

How good would it be if this lasts forever?

On the first day of the new year, Sophia asked after breakfast, “Dad, what are we going to do
today?”

Standing in front of the French windows, Cooper looked at the snowy scenery outside as he
gravely replied, “Visit the grave.”

In the afternoon, a few cars left Villa No. 2 and headed to Riverdale.

When they entered Riverdale, they drove in the direction of the suburbs and followed the
route to the south until they arrived at a deserted village.

Cooper remained silent throughout the entire journey as he walked forward with Sophia
trailing behind. They climbed a tiny slope to the top of the hill where many graves were
located and firecrackers could be heard everywhere, indicating that many people arrived for
a visit.


